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Abstract 

The Crucial Role of the Operational Artist: A Case Study of Operation Barbarossa, by LTC (GS) 
Hagen H. Ruppelt, German Army, 54 pages. 

According to current United States (US) Army doctrine, operational art is the pursuit of strategic 
objectives through the arrangement of tactical actions in time, space, and purpose. This 
monograph raises the research question why the German application and failure of operational art 
before and during Operation Barbarossa 1941 is still relevant for today’s US doctrinal 
understanding of operational art. Furthermore, the analysis challenges the doctrinal notion that 
operational art is applicable at all levels of warfare. Operation Barbarossa helps to understand that 
tactical success cannot prevent strategic failure if the operational artist is not able to build the 
crucial cognitive bridge between tactical actions and the overall policy aim. The analysis of 
Operation Barbarossa reveals the crucial and unique function of operational art at the intersection 
of political aims and military actions.  

The monograph uses the methodology of a single case study presented chronologically: the 
planning phase (July 1940–June 1941) and the execution phase (June–December 1941). The roles 
and functions of the operational artist provide the three evaluation criteria for the analysis: the 
discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist, the military operational objectives 
and to what extent they support the given political objectives, and the assessment of military 
means. The analysis of Operation Barbarossa shows how important an open and continuous 
discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist is. Strategic mismanagement and 
over-extension as experienced by the German army in Russia always trump doctrinal innovation 
and tactical brilliance. 
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Section I: Introduction 

Over time, various theories of war and military combat experience in a variety of 

conflicts have shaped and influenced today’s US Army doctrinal understanding of operational art. 

Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 3-0, Operations defines operational art as “the pursuit of 

strategic objectives, in whole or in part, through the arrangement of tactical actions in time, space, 

and purpose.” 1  

World War II provides many valuable examples of how military leaders on both sides 

tried to arrange military means to achieve military objectives that were supposed to support 

political aims within the context of a specific conflict. The German way of warfare enabled the 

Wehrmacht in World War II to achieve lightning military success in Poland (1939) and in France 

(1940). The analysis of the planning and execution phase of Operation Barbarossa (1940–1941) 

reveals the dynamic interdependencies and tensions between overarching political aims and the 

purposeful arrangements of military means in the face of the enemy. Furthermore, it allows the 

analysis of the outcome of tactical actions and the continuous need for the adaption of policy 

aims. Following this understanding, today’s definition of operational art provides a lens to 

examine why the initial German tactical and operational success in the East did not translate into 

strategic victory.  

This monograph raises the research question whether and why the German application 

and failure of operational art before and during Operation Barbarossa 1941 is still relevant for 

today’s US doctrinal understanding of operational art.  

Operation Barbarossa helps one to understand that tactical success cannot prevent 

strategic failure if the responsible military leader, the operational artist, is not able to exercise 

operational art as the crucial bridge between tactical actions and the overall policy aim. The 

                                                      
1 Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 3-0, Operations (Washington, DC: Government Printing 

Office, 2016), 4. 
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analysis of the planning and the execution phases of Operation Barbarossa is therefore relevant 

because it reveals the crucial function of the operational artist at the intersection of political aims 

and military actions and thereby calls for a new emphasis within today’s doctrinal understanding 

of operational art. 

The detailed Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP) 3-0, Operations declares that 

“operational art is applicable at all levels of warfare.”2 This tenet is arbitrary and distracts from 

the most important function of operational art. To disconnect operational art from the ongoing 

and dynamic discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist risks undocking 

tactical actions from their purpose: the political aim.3 Operations should therefore put more 

emphasis on the crucial role of operational art for the dynamic discourse and the mutual 

interdependencies between policy aims and operational ways and means. 

This monograph uses the methodology of a single case study, Operation Barbarossa, 

presented chronologically. Based on the current US doctrinal understanding of operational art, the 

role and functions of the operational artist provide the evaluation criteria for the analysis. The 

planning phase (July 1940–June 1941) and the execution phase (June 1941–December 1941) of 

Operation Barbarossa are evaluated through these lenses. The selection of these specific 

timeframes focuses the analysis on important aspects of the campaign. Furthermore, the analysis 

of patterns that developed simultaneously as well as a changing scale, from the political down to 

the military operational focus and vice versa, allows for multiple perspectives and enhances the 

study.4 Based on the findings, current US doctrinal understanding of operational art will be 

compared and contrasted to the limitations and specific characteristics of German operational art 

                                                      
2 Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP) 3-0, Operations (Washington, DC: Government 

Printing Office, 2016), 2-1. 
3 G. Stephen Lauer, “The Tao of Doctrine: Contesting an Art of Operations,” Joint Force 

Quarterly, no. 82 (3rd Quarter 2016): 122. 
4 John Lewis Gaddis, The Landscape of History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 22-

26. 
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before and during Operation Barbarossa. The crucial role and function of the operational artist 

will subsequently challenge the current definition of US Army doctrine. 

Derived from the doctrinal understanding of operational art, a model of the operational 

artist, which defines its characteristics, roles, and functions, forms the basis for the analysis of 

Operation Barbarossa. The operational artist directly interacts with the policy maker(s) to 

negotiate for the necessary military means. Within the defined policy aims for a specific theater 

of operations, the operational artist has the authority and responsibility to decide and order the 

ways in which the military means are employed. He or she defines the mission, the placement, 

and the rules of engagement to the tactical means. The emergent strategy and its adaption over 

time is a result of the continuous discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist 

and of the outcome of tactical engagements with the enemy.5  

Derived from that model, the following three criteria guide the analysis of Operation 

Barbarossa. The discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist over military 

means establishes the first criterion. The analysis focuses on the characteristics of the discourse 

such as level of interaction over time and degree of mutual influence. The second criterion 

examines the chosen military operational objectives and to which extent they nest with and 

support the given political objectives. The third criterion covers the assessment of military means 

with regard to friendly objectives and to the enemy. 

To provide facts, assessments, context, and background information about Operation 

Barbarossa, this monograph draws on limited primary sources and a variety of secondary sources 

from German and English-speaking authors. This allows for a broader judgment and enhances 

multiple perspectives. 

Primary sources in the form of war diaries offer first-hand information and insights about 

the planning and the execution phase of Barbarossa. The war diary of Hitler’s army aide, Major 

                                                      
5 Lauer, “The Tao of Doctrine,” 120-122. 
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Gerhardt Engel, provides on the one hand the perspective and the motivations of the policy 

maker.6 On the other hand, the diary entries of General Franz Halder, Chief of the German Army 

General Staff, allows for an insight into the assessments and impressions of the operational artist 

for Operation Barbarossa. From his notes one gains some understanding of Halder’s thoughts, the 

problems he confronted daily, and the concurrent decisions required of him within the political-

military framework at that time.7 Furthermore, The War Diary 1939-1945 of the commander of 

Army Group (AG) Center, General Fedor von Bock, offers the tactical perspective of the 

planning process and the execution of the campaign to the East.8 

A variety of secondary sources makes it possible to put the primary sources into context 

and to shape the analysis from multiple perspectives. Within the range of German literature, 

Klaus Reinhardt’s Moscow–The Turning Point provides detailed research and analysis. He argues 

that the failure of the German offensive against the Soviet Union in the winter 1941/1942 

initiated the final German defeat in the East.9 Christian Hartmann’s most recent book Operation 

Barbarossa: Nazi Germany’s War in the East, 1941-1945 helps to understand the second and 

third order effects of German war crimes and the violent occupation policy.10 Furthermore, 

Hartmann’s book Halder: Generalstabschef Hitlers 1938-1942 supports the necessary 

comprehension to retrace the role of the key operational artist and his changing relationship to the 

policy maker over time.11 

                                                      
6 Gerhard Engel, Heeresadjutant bei Hitler 1938-1943. Aufzeichnungen des Major Engels, ed. 

Hildegard von Kotze (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, 1974). 
7 Franz Halder, The Halder War Diary, 1939-1942, ed. Charles Burdick and Hans-Adolf Jacobsen 

(Novato, CA: Presidio Pr, 1988). 
8 Fedor von Bock, Generalfeldmarschal Fedor von Bock: The War Diary 1939-1945, ed. Klaus 

Gebert, trans. David Johnston (Atglen, PA: Schiffer Military History, 1996). 
9 Klaus Reinhardt, Moscow-The Turning Point: the Failure of Hitler’s Strategy in the Winter of 

1941-42, English ed. (Oxford: Bloomsbury Academic, 1992). 
10 Christian Hartmann, Operation Barbarossa: Nazi Germany’s War in the East, 1941-1945 

(Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2013). 
11 Christian Hartmann, Halder: Generalstabschef Hitlers 1938-1942 (Paderborn: Ferdinand 
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Many Anglophone authors focused their writings less on critical, scholarly history but 

more on the practical evaluation of military experience gained during the conflict. For example, 

the Department of the US Army’s historical study The German Campaign in Russia – Planning 

and Operations 1940-1942 represents a very detailed account of events but focuses rather on the 

German perspective.12 To balance that aspect, David M. Glantz and Jonathan M. House’s revised 

and expanded 2015 edition of When Titans Clashed brings the Soviet perspective to the 

discussion by incorporating material that emerged from Russian archives after the end of the Cold 

War.13 David Stahel’s books Operation Typhoon and Operation Barbarossa and Germany’s 

Defeat in the East highlight internal German planning and execution problems and offer 

explanations for the fact that despite success on the battlefield the intended German strategic 

victory failed.14 

Some German primary sources and American literature from the 1950s onward must be 

assessed critically with regard to validity and credibility. In some cases, German generals used 

the opportunity after the war to report their personal views and experiences to a very receptive US 

audience. German generals tried to convince Americans that they had fought a “clean” war in the 

East and that Adolf Hitler was solely responsible for the outcome of the war.15 

Besides others, Robert M. Citino, Shimon Naveh, Gerhard P. Groß, Lawrence Freedman, 

Martin Van Crefeld, and Azar Gat expand on the relationship of policy, strategy, and operational 

art and hereby contribute to the analysis at hand. The comparison and contrasting of Operation 

                                                      
Schöningh, 1991). 

12 Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 20-261a, The German Campaign in Russia 
Planning and Operations (1940-1942) (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1955). 

13 David M. Glantz and Jonathan M. House, When Titans Clashed: How the Red Army Stopped 
Hitler, 2nd ed. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2015). 

14 David Stahel, Operation Typhoon: Hitler’s March On Moscow, October 1941 (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2013); David Stahel, Operation Barbarossa and Germany’s Defeat in the 
East (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009). 

15 Ronald Smelser and Edward J. Davies II, The Myth of the Eastern Front: The Nazi-Soviet War 
in American Popular Culture (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 57. 
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Barbarossa as a case study with the current US doctrinal understanding of operational art has 

received less emphasis–that is where this monograph intends to add value to the discussion. 

The monograph consists of four parts. Section I outlines the guiding question and 

introduces the model of the operational artist as a lens that provides the criteria for the analysis. 

Furthermore, it delineates the scope of the primary and secondary sources and frames the 

historical context of Operation Barbarossa as starting point for the analysis. Section II and III 

apply the defined lenses to examine the planning phase (July 1940–June 1941) and the first 

execution phase (June–December 1941) of Operation Barbarossa. Section IV summarizes the 

main conclusions and derives recommendations for today’s doctrinal understanding of 

operational art. 

The historical context in which planning and execution of Operation Barbarossa occurred 

creates the necessary understanding of specific actions and decisions of individuals at that time 

and allows an accurate and valid application of the chosen lenses for the analysis.16 As early as 

1924, when Hitler spent time in jail for leading an abortive coup against the Weimarer Republic 

of Germany, he wrote Mein Kampf, which reveals ideological convictions that he later put 

forward again as political aims in the East. He declared that in terms of world power, economic 

wealth, and racial supremacy Germany’s destiny lay in the East.17  

Hitler’s overarching policy goals for the eastern theater of operations were motivated by 

economic, ideological, and political considerations. First, he wanted Germany to become 

economically self-sufficient to enable the German Reich to win a long war against the Anglo-

Saxon powers such as Great Britain and the United States of America. Therefore, he desired to 

rapidly seize and utilize Russian deposits of raw materials for the autarky of the German Reich. 

                                                      
16 Gaddis, Landscape of History, 97. 
17 Oscar Pinkus, The War Aims and Strategies of Adolf Hitler (Jefferson: McFarland & Company 

Publishers, 2005), 14; Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. Ralph Manheim (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1971), 665-667. 
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Germany could not afford to conduct an economic war of attrition with its limited available 

industrial potential. Second, based on the Nazi ideology, Hitler strove for the annihilation of the 

inferior Bolshevik, Slavic, and Jewish races to gain and secure living space for the Pan-German 

Empire. Third, the geo-political situation of Germany made it clear that Hitler had to avoid a two-

front war at all costs. Consequently, for the achievement of hegemony in Europe, the Soviet 

Union had to be overpowered in a quick and decisive manner.18  

The official German policy towards Russia did not yet reveal Hitler’s real intentions. On 

the brink of the German invasion of Poland in 1939, the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact that promised 

friendship and mutual nonaggression publicly redefined the competitive German-Russian 

relationship. However, secretly it intended to divide Eastern Europe into spheres of influence. At 

least for a certain period of time, both sides were freed of their immediate worries about a two-

front conflict.19 

In the years 1939-1940, Germany recorded surprising tactical and operational success 

that became famous as lightning war or Blitzkrieg. 20 The strategic defeat of France and the Low 

Countries (Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg) dramatically increased Hitler’s domestic popular 

support. Besides his peak in popularity, his political position and authority were beyond 

challenge. Germany’s stunning military success shattered the international community’s belief in 

a political solution with a peaceful outcome.21 Furthermore, the successful, quick, and decisive 

campaign against France encouraged an arrogant certainty within the German political and 

                                                      
18 Reinhardt, Moscow-The Turning Point, 3-5. 
19 Glantz and House, When Titans Clashed, 14. 
20 The victory over France in 1940 was later often described by the term ‘Blitzkrieg’. The effects 

resulted of the doctrinal impetus of combining armor, mechanization (and motorization), mobile artillery, 
and close air support coupled with a command philosophy that desired to disrupt and disorient an 
adversary’s decision-making capabilities and destroy the enemy’s will to fight. Michael Geyer, “Germany 
Strategy in the Age of Machine Warfare, 1914-1945,” in Makers of Modern Strategy: From Machiavelli to 
the Nuclear Age, ed. Peter Paret (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986), 585. 

21 Craig W. H. Luther, Barbarossa Unleashed: the German Blitzkrieg through Central Russia to 
the Gates of Moscow June-December 1941 (Atglen, PA: Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 2014), 32; Pinkus, War 
Aims and Strategies of Hitler, 117. 
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military leadership to be invincible and superior to other nations and their armies. Hitler and the 

German General Staff started considering the concept of Blitzkrieg-warfare as universal remedy 

to all upcoming military conflicts.22 

The developments in Russia further enhanced the German perception of superiority. 

From 1937 on, the Soviet army underwent challenging times. Stalin feared military treason and 

was suspicious of the army as an institution that might limit his power. Therefore, he started a 

purge that led to the arrest and disappearance of about fifty to sixty percent of the military officer 

corps. The purge decimated an entire generation of military commanders and government 

administrators. Especially in the years 1940-1941, that development further enhanced the 

arrogant and dangerous underestimation of the combat readiness of Russian forces by German 

military planners. 23 

The German success in France contrasted sharply with the negative Soviet experience of 

large-scale operations in Finland in 1940. That alarmed the Russian leadership and led to a reform 

of the Soviet Armed Forces’ structure and their internal command and control system. Despite 

these and other precautions, the Soviet leadership and its army were not yet ready for war against 

Germany in June 1941. Stalin and his diplomats sought to maintain peace with the German rival 

until the last minute. Still in June 1941, according to their agreements, Russia continuously 

delivered raw materials across the German border. That did not prevent the attitude of the 

German leadership that one could extract more resources by occupying Russia.24  

Section II: Analysis of the Planning Phase (July 1940-June 1941)  

In July 1940, directly after the victory in France, Hitler ordered the German Army High 

Command (Oberkommando des Heeres-OKH) to start planning for a military assault against 

                                                      
22 Luther, Barbarossa Unleashed, 32. 
23 Glantz and House, When Titans Clashed, 9. 
24 Ibid., 27. 
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Russia. General Franz Halder, Chief of General Staff of the OKH, held the responsibility to 

initiate and develop the German operational planning effort in the East.25 

As the responsible planner for Barbarossa, General Halder did not sufficiently fulfill the 

crucial function as operational artist, which led to an unspecific operational approach that 

contained unsolved tensions and foreseeable crisis. This is mainly because the policy maker, 

Hitler, and the operational artist, Halder, did not have a continuous and open discourse over 

military means, and both pursued divergent agendas concerning operational objectives. As result, 

the chosen operational approach did not provide sufficient focus, rigor, and military means with 

regard to the assigned missions and to an underestimated, opposing Red Army. 

II.1 The Discourse between the Policy Maker and the Operational Artist 

Between July 1940 and June 1941, the discourse between the policy maker and the 

operational artist was not a continuous process and never enhanced an open-minded exchange 

over the necessary military means for the invasion of Russia. This is mainly the result of Hitler’s 

ongoing indecisiveness, an increasing level of mutual distrust that led to a deteriorating personal 

relationship, and decreasing interaction between Hitler and Halder. 

Based on Hitler’s ideological mindset, military conflict with Russia was inevitable. 

However, from summer 1940 to spring 1941, Hitler considered the military invasion only as one 

possible option besides others. Over several months, it was in fact unclear inside the OKH and to 

the designated AG commanders if Hitler would really start a war with the Soviet Union. On the 

occasion of the ordered redisposition of his headquarters to the East on August 31, 1940, General 

von Bock, the designated commander of AG Center, wrote in his diary that this move was 

”probably nothing more than to act as a scarecrow against any sort of Russian ambition.”26  

                                                      
25 Gerhard P. Groß, Mythos und Wirklichkeit: Geschichte des operativen Denkens im deutschen 

Heer von Moltke d.Ä. bis Heusinger (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh GmbH, 2012), 255. 
26 Bock, War Diary, 189. 
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As early as fall of 1940, the invasion of Great Britain no longer appeared to be a real 

prospect. The failure of the German Airforce in the Battle of Britain made the Russian adventure 

more likely.27 On December 18, 1940, Directive 21 initiated the detailed planning process for an 

assault on Russia. On that occasion, Hitler’s army aide, Major Engel, noted in his diary that the 

OKH was not sure about Hitler’s real intent. The OKH asked him to verify if Hitler “actually 

wants a passage at arms or rather bluffs.”28 The diary entries reflect Hitler’s erratic strategic 

considerations concerning Russia and represent the level of uncertainty in which the German 

army undertook their initial planning efforts for Barbarossa.  

During the planning phase, the interactions between Halder and Hitler were two-fold. 

Direct information briefings about the planning effort for the invasion of Russia were held only 

on rare occasions. In late 1940 and early 1941, other theaters of war such as Great Britain and the 

conflict in the Balkans demanded Hitler’s attention. Of course, Hitler also indirectly interacted 

with Halder and influenced the planning efforts via the army commander in chief, General von 

Brauchitsch. Consequently, Halder had to deal with two principals. 

Halder directly served von Brauchitsch within the OKH. Mutual respect and trust 

characterized their relationship. Daily contact and interactions allowed them to resolve occurring 

differences in a professional fashion.29 However, Halder’s role as Chief of General Staff of the 

OKH was different from that of his predecessors. Hitler’s personality did not allow open 

discussion and dialogue. Hitler did not appreciate open criticism. He was convinced that the 

generals were not able to think strategically. Based on his unconditional authority, he made the 

decisions and used subordinates to execute his will. Hitler’s dislike and distrust of generals and of 

                                                      
27 Bob Carruthers and John Erickson, The Russian Front 1941-1945 (New York: Sterling 

Publishing, 1999), 5. 
28 Engel, Heeresadjutant bei Hitler, 92; for the original Directive 21 (Weisung Nr. 21 Fall 

Barbarossa), see Walther Hubatsch, ed., Hitlers Weisungen für die Kriegsführung 1939-1945: Dokumente 
des Oberkommandos der Wehrmacht, 2nd ed. (Koblenz: Bernhard & Graefe Verlag, 1983), 84-88. 

29 Halder, Halder War Diary, 1-3; Samuel W. Mitcham, Hitler’s Field Marshals and Their Battles 
(London: Leo Cooper Ltd, 1988), 66-69. 
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the General Staff did not allow Halder to continue the traditional role of the German General 

Staff. Traditionally, the Chief of Staff of the OKH exercised extensive autonomy and 

responsibility with regard to operational questions. Quite the opposite, Hitler increasingly 

disregarded Halder’s opinion, authority and military advice in operational questions.30 

On the other hand, Halder did not believe in the military and operational abilities of 

Hitler. He distrusted him and perceived his increasing influence as interference in his traditional 

domain. As a result, Halder adopted a new approach in dealing with Hitler over time. He realized 

that by arguing with Hitler, he would not be able to achieve his personal goals and put his 

operational vision into effect. Instead of enhancing an open and continuous discourse over 

military means, Halder more and more prevented direct interaction and conflict with Hitler. 

Rather, he worked patiently to create an operational plan that matched his own conviction without 

disobeying direct orders from Hitler.31  

II.2 Assessment of Operational Objectives 

Hitler and Halder did not agree on one coherent strategic focus of the campaign and 

therefore pursued deviating agendas concerning operational objectives. Both were convinced that 

the annihilation of the Red Army near the Russian border was important to throw the Soviet 

regime off balance. Hitler considered the conquest of the economic potential of the Soviet Union 

in the North and the South of Russia as the key to victory, while Halder perceived the seizure of 

the command and control hub, Moscow, as vital. In the end, the operational approach for 

Barbarossa reflected a risky compromise because it contained military operational objectives that 

did not nest with the intended policy aims in the East.32 
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II.2.1 Hitler’s Strategic Guidance 

On July 31, 1940, Hitler gave his initial guidance concerning the planning for an assault 

on Russia. Motivated by political considerations about Russia’s role and its impact on future 

British political behavior, Hitler announced that Russia’s destruction should start in spring 1941. 

He identified the object of Barbarossa as the destruction of Russian manpower. Furthermore, he 

gave guidance about his envisioned quick and decisive campaign that he estimated should not last 

more than five months. Based on his ideological, economic, and political considerations, Hitler 

focused his attention on the industrial and agricultural heart of the Soviet Union such as the 

Ukraine, the armaments industrial centers Leningrad and Moscow, the industrial complex in the 

Donets Basin, and the oil sources in the Caucasus. He directed one thrust in the South to Kiev and 

to Odessa at the Black Sea, simultaneously another thrust to the Baltic States and to Moscow in 

the North, and finally a linkup of the northern and southern prongs. Subsequently, Hitler 

envisioned a limited drive on the Baku oil fields at the Caspian Sea.33 

Although Hitler’s guidance sounded determined, he still sought a political solution to 

handle the German-Russian relations. However, as a backup, he initiated the planning efforts to 

bring a military option to the equation. Still on October 24, 1940, Halder noted in his diary that 

the upcoming visit of Molotov, the Russian foreign minister, would probably lead to a political 

solution because Russia would join the one-month old Tripartite Pact between Germany, Japan, 

and Italy.34 

II.2.2 From the Marcks Plan to the Preliminary Plan of the Army  

On August 1, 1940, Halder and the temporarily assigned General Marcks discussed the 

initial plan inside the OKH. Halder assumed the importance of Moscow as the Russian political 

                                                      
33 Pinkus, War Aims and Strategies of Hitler, 169-175; Halder, Halder War Diary, 244-245; DA 

PAM 20-261a, 5-6. 
34 The Tripartite Pact was an agreement between Germany, Japan and Italy signed on September 

27, 1940. Halder, Halder War Diary, 268-269. 
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center and command and control hub. Accordingly, he ordered Marcks to develop an operational 

approach with two large formations, of which one was to drive on Kiev and the other one on 

Moscow.  

Figure 1: The Marcks Plan (5 August 1940). Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 20-
261a, The German Campaign in Russia Planning and Operations (1940-1942) (Washington, DC: 
Government Printing Office, 1955), 5. 

Deviating from the political guidance, the Marcks Plan (Figure 1) clearly stated Moscow 

as principal objective of the operation. Halder assumed that its capture would lead to the 

disintegration of Soviet resistance. According to Hitler’s guidance, the plan also aimed at the 

defeat of the Russian armed forces and the seizure of the food and raw-material producing areas 

of the Ukraine and the Donets Basin as well as the armament-production centers around Moscow 

and Leningrad.35 
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Between August and December 1940, the planners of OKH’s Operations Division started 

a strategic survey based on the Marcks Plan. The main findings of this survey revealed 

challenging aspects and limiting factors such as manpower, space, time, operational environment, 

and intelligence about the Red Army.  

Figure 2: The Preliminary Plan of the Army (5 December 1940). Department of the Army 
Pamphlet (DA PAM) 20-261a, The German Campaign in Russia Planning and Operations 
(1940-1942) (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1955), 17. 

The survey led to minor adaptions of the Marcks Plan that further developed into the 

Army’s Preliminary Plan (Figure 2). However, Halder’s operational focus on Moscow remained 

unchanged.36 In early December 1940, the results of an OKH’s war game of the plan revealed 

additional critical challenges with regard to force ratio, distances, supply, maintenance, and time 
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requirements. At that point, Halder as the operational artist, failed to adapt the plan and to 

articulate the apparent risks of the overall approach. Instead of confronting the policy maker with 

the findings, Halder remained silent and the apparent problems went unsolved. Wishful thinking 

and the belief in the overwhelming effects of another lightening campaign dominated the mindset 

of the operational planners.37  

Due to the planning autonomy of the OKH, both operational approaches, Hitler’s ‘North 

& South’ and Halder’s ‘Moscow’ could largely develop independently. Until December 1940, 

these two schools of thought coexisted more or less separately because Hitler and Halder did not 

have an open discourse about this fundamental question.  

II.2.3 Unsettled Tensions in the Planning Process 

On December 5, 1940, Brauchitsch and Halder presented the Preliminary Plan of the 

Army (Figure 2) to Hitler. Halder argued that three army groups (AGs) were to launch the 

offensive. AG North was to attack from East Prussia towards Leningrad, AG Center via Minsk to 

Smolensk, and AG South to Kiev. 

Hitler was still convinced that Germany could only cope with the Anglo-Saxon powers in 

the struggle for world supremacy if the Soviet economic centers and raw materials were seized by 

a coup-style assault. Hitler agreed with Halder’s plan in general and emphasized that the 

destruction of the Russian forces near the border was of utmost importance. However, Hitler 

underlined his clear will and intent to strike with two strong prongs in the North and in the South. 

Hence, he ordered that AG Center should be designed strong enough to support AG North. 

Additionally, he directed the increase of the combat strength of AG South in order to destroy the 

Russian armies west of the Dnepr River. Hitler did not agree with Halder’s assessment of the 

capture of Moscow as the decisive operation. Hitler clearly stated that Moscow would not be of 
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great importance. Rather, he assumed that the Russian army would be thrown off balance if the 

German attack hit the Russians hard enough to break down their lines of communication.38 

Both views could not have been more contradictory. Halder considered the northern and 

southern AGs as flank protection for the main thrust to Moscow. On the contrary, Hitler wanted 

to assign vital missions to the southern and northern AGs. Although the critical issue of differing 

viewpoints concerning the main effort was addressed, the policy maker and the operational artist 

left the issue unsettled at that point.39 

After the overall approval of the Army’s Plan by Hitler, the OKH continuously conducted 

exercises and war games that revealed a series of new challenges with regard to combat ratio, 

limited economic capacities, and overextended lines of supply. Although Halder and Hitler 

became aware of these results, both failed again to adapt the operational plan or to make changes 

in the overall military strategy. This is further important evidence for the failure of operational art 

as the “cognitive approach by commanders and staffs supported by their skill, knowledge, 

experience, creativity, and judgment.”40 Halder’s decisions and mindset reflected his lack of 

understanding of operational art as the important linking function, “to overcome ambiguity and 

intricacies of a complex, ever changing, and uncertain operational environment” and to “integrate 

ends, ways, and means, while accounting for risk.”41 Instead of risk mitigation, Halder decided to 

discount the apparent risk and to believe in his flawed assumptions. 

II.2.4 Directive 21–a Risky Compromise 

On December 17, 1940, General Jodl, head of the Operations Divison of the Armed 

Forces High Command (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht – OKW), drafted Directive 21 for 
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Operation Barbarossa. Without further revision and confirmation by the OKH, Hitler made some 

basic changes with regard to the mission of AGs North and Center and signed the order.  

Once again, Hitler clearly assigned first priority to the seizure of Leningrad. Moscow was of 
minor priority and therefore would only be attacked after a successful advance on both flanks.42  

Figure 3: The final plan for Operation Barbarossa (30 March 1941). Department of the Army 
Pamphlet (DA PAM) 20-261a, The German Campaign in Russia Planning and Operations 
(1940-1942) (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1955), 36. 

The changes in Directive 21 were not synchronized with the OKH’s plans and not in line 

with Halder’s initial operational focus on Moscow. In his diary, Halder noted on January 28, 

1941, that for Operation Barbarossa the “purpose is not clear.”43 
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However, confident in his own judgment, Halder carried on pursuing his own operational 

ideas as if he and Hitler were in full agreement. The detailed planning effort as well as the 

Army’s Operations Order (Figure 3) did not fully account for Hitler’s guidance and intentions. 

Halder expected that his concept would become relevant anyway soon after the start of Operation 

Barbarossa.44  

Up to the beginning of the operation in June 1941, the divergent agendas of the policy 

maker and the operational artist remained desynchronized and the tensions unsolved. From time 

to time, the unsolved topic was addressed but without any impact on the operational plan. 45 

Halder’s rationale for his operational approach only focused on his personal belief in a 

short war that would enforce a break-down of the Soviet Union through the seizure of Moscow. If 

this scenario failed, not only all operational objectives in the East would be unachievable, but also 

all of Hitler’s strategic-economic objectives would fail. The conquest of the economic potential of 

the Soviet-Union was Hitler’s declared decisive operation in the East.46 Consequently, the chosen 

operational objectives did not coherently support the given political objectives in the East. In this 

regard, Halder as the operational artist failed to pursue “strategic objectives […] through the 

arrangement of tactical actions in time, space, and purpose.”47 Admittedly, Hitler as the policy 

maker dictated objectives and lines of operation. He directly interfered with the sphere of the 

operational artist by changing details of the operational approach and thus further hampered 

Halder’s abilities to apply operational art.  
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II.3 Suitability of Military Means in View of the Given Mission and the 
Enemy 

Already during the early planning phase of Operation Barbarossa in fall of 1940, the 

OKH’s assessment revealed that the German offensive forces would not have the advantage of 

numerical superiority against the Red Army. The OKH only planned with 145 German divisions, 

including nineteen armored divisions, for the fight against assumed 170 Soviet divisions plus 

ample reinforcements estimated to be stationed in western Russia. This planning factor supported 

Halder’s early conviction that the only method of compensating for this deficiency was to define 

one clear main effort and to mass forces at one crucial point. 48  

However, the implementation of Directive 21 through the deployment of military forces 

for Operation Barbarossa reflected unsolved tensions. Limited military forces and insufficient 

reserves failed to provide the necessary military power and rigor to accomplish ambitious 

missions and to annihilate an underestimated, opposing Red Army. 

II.3.1 German Forces  

On the eve of the invasion, on June 21, 1941, the final German order of battle showed 

that the initial planning assumptions had not fundamentally changed over time. Consequently, the 

set of military means for the invasion remained nearly unchanged. The total force available for 

the offensive operation consisted of 148 divisions, including nineteen armored. In detail, AG 

North under Field Marshal von Leeb assembled thirty divisions composed of three armored, three 

motorized infantry, twenty-one infantry, and three security divisions. Field Marshal von Bock, 

who commanded AG Center, had fifty-one divisions available, including nine armored, seven 

motorized infantry, thirty-one infantry, one cavalry, and three security divisions. The total 

strength of AG South under the command of Field Marshal von Rundstedt was forty-three 

German and fourteen Romanian divisions (five armored, three motorized infantry, twenty-six 
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infantry, six mountain/light infantry, and three security divisions). Additionally, Halder’s plan 

foresaw a total of twenty-four divisions as reserves under OKH’s centralized command and 

control (two armored, one motorized infantry, and twenty-one infantry divisions).49 This 

assignment of divisions to the respective AGs once again reflected Halder’s influence. AG 

Center, with the mission to destroy the bulk of Russian forces east of the border through large 

encirclements on its thrust via Minsk toward Smolensk, was assigned the preponderance of 

military ground forces including nine armored divisions subdivided into Second and Third Panzer 

Groups.50  

With 2,770 aircraft, the German air force (Luftwaffe) provided sixty-five percent of its 

first-line strength to support Operation Barbarossa. Heavily degraded by the Battle of Britain and 

with a limited supply rate by German industries, the Luftwaffe was suitable to serve as a tactical 

air in support of a short-term ground offensive. Limited bomber ranges did not allow for 

conducting a deep and sustained air campaign.51 

II.3.2 Russian Forces  

During a conference on December 5, 1940, Hitler clarified his flawed assessment of a 

poorly trained and inferior Red Army. He elaborated that the Russian army lacked good 

leadership and that material and troops were of substandard quality.52 

At a conference with Hitler on February 3, 1941, Halder estimated that a total of 155 

Russian divisions, consisting of one hundred infantry, twenty-five cavalry, and thirty mechanized 

divisions, would oppose the German invasion. He further argued that the German army’s high 
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quality specifically in the armored forces and artillery would largely compensate for the 

numerical Russian superiority.  

Between mid-1940 and the eve of the invasion into Russia, the German Military 

Intelligence Department East had to adjust the number of Russian divisions from initially 155 

divisions to a total of 207 divisions and forty motor brigades on April 4, 1941. Halder admitted 

that the strength of the European Russian army must be higher than estimated originally. His 

diary entry on June 21, 1941, with an estimation of 221 Russian divisions, reads like a confession 

of the German underestimation of the Red Army. In spite of this insight, Halder neither adapted 

the plan nor argued for additional military means for the campaign.53 

Furthermore, Halder assumed that the massed Russian forces near the border would not 

be able to withdraw into the depth of the Russian mainland because they would have to defend 

the industrial sites and raw materials in the Baltic States and in the Ukraine. The observation that 

the Russians were building fortifications in the southern and northern sectors further enhanced 

this assumed enemy’s most likely course of action. 54 

In fact, the Red Army struggled in 1940/1941 with a variety of problems such as Stalin’s 

purges that had produced a severe shortage of trained commanders and staff officers. However, in 

April 1941, Stalin ordered a series of precautionary measures to mobilize the Red Army and the 

armament industry. The existing structure and dislocation of the Russian mechanized units would 

not allow to concentrate them physically and to employ them in mass formations for potential 

counteroffensives. The Russian Defense Plan 41 (DP-41) called for 171 divisions to be arrayed in 

three defensive echelons along the border. Even more important than these forces was another 

separate group of five field armies that formed a second strategic echelon east of the Dnepr River. 

In June 1941, this reserve front was not yet fully committed and established. Nevertheless, the 
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typical echeloning of forces in great depth had overcharged the German intelligence prior to June 

1941. Furthermore, based on Stalin’s assessment of Hitler’s intent to strike into the economic hub 

of the Ukraine, the Russian first echelon forces were arrayed far forward and mainly concentrated 

in the Southwest.55 

Despite the sheer numbers of about ten thousand Russian aircraft, the world’s largest air 

force suffered from obsolescent equipment, limited industrial supply, difficult command and 

control structures, and lack of experienced leadership. Consequently, the Russian air force would 

only pose a limited immediate threat to the German invaders.56 

II.3.3 Assessment of German Military Means 

Based on the guidance of Directive 21, the Army’s Operation Order (February 3, 1941) 

specified the missions and objectives for the respective subordinate German Armies and Panzer 

Groups in detail.  

The primary mission for all three AGs was to destroy the “bulk of the Russian Army 

stationed in western Russia by a series of daring operations spearheaded by armored thrusts.”57 

The purpose of the initial phase was to prevent an organized withdrawal of intact units into the 

vastness of interior Russia.  

AG North was tasked to cut off and annihilate the Russian forces in the Baltic area, 

establish itself in the vicinity of Lake Ilmen, and subsequently capture the city of Leningrad. AG 

Center received the mission to encircle and destroy all Russian forces between the border and 

Minsk, and afterwards move on Smolensk. The intent was to conduct subsequent double 

envelopments with strong forces massed on both flanks. Hitler’s intent, expressed in Directive 21, 

that AG Center would directly support AG North to annihilate Russian Forces in the Baltic area 
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was not directly implemented in the Army Operation Order. Following Halder’s own intent and 

his focus on Moscow, he treated that option as a contingency that would need further approval 

during the operation.  

During a conference with the AG and army commanders on March 30, 1941, Hitler 

approved a change in AG South’s conduct of operation. Instead of the initially ordered double 

envelopment, AG South was to strengthen its left with the intent to thrust quickly with mobile 

forces to Kiev, and successively cut off and destroy all enemy forces still in the western Ukraine. 

German-Romanian forces in the south would fix the Red Army along the Romanian border in 

order to prevent an organized Russian withdrawal across the Dnepr River.58 

The military means assigned to the AGs to accomplish given missions reflect the 

predominant German underestimation of the challenging operational environment and a flawed 

assessment of the enemy’s capabilities.  

Influenced and driven by the Nazi racial ideology, the German military leadership did not 

realize that the German mechanized forces would face completely different conditions in Russia 

than in prior campaigns with regard to weather, terrain, and distances. Based on the mindset of 

victorious ‘Blitzkrieg’-operations in Poland and France, the German planners showed 

professional arrogance. They neglected the challenges that related to operations over vast 

distances such as sequential double envelopments over terrain sections of each three to five 

hundred kilometers (km). The plan for Operation Barbarossa simply discounted for a potential 

failure of a quick and decisive victory. Halder neglected to develop branches and sequels that 

would account for changing weather and terrain conditions. Therefore, the operational 

environment with its vast distances (Warsaw-Moscow 1200 km) challenged the German doctrinal 

impetus of maneuver warfare.59 
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Halder and his planners simply neglected the existing early warnings about critical 

planning assumptions. The German infantry lacked the necessary motorization to keep up with 

the armored spearheads during encirclement operations. Logistical capabilities were not designed 

to support a mobile operation on such a scale over weeks or even months. Furthermore, the 

chosen operational approach reflected the risky compromise between Hitler’s intended two-prong 

approach and Halder’s central focus on Moscow. The approach created a 1000 km front line 

along which the German forces would be dispersed into three operations that could hardly support 

each other. It was opposite to the doctrinal impetus of massing forces to achieve overwhelming 

combat power and deep penetration that proved to be so successful in France in 1940. In this 

regard, the plan lacked a clear point of main effort.60 

Additionally, a dispersed approach would hamper the operational element of tempo and 

transition, which were cornerstones of the German way of maneuver warfare.61 With the available 

German military means and based on logistical assessments, deep penetrations, and effective 

encirclements could only be conducted on a limited scale and over a limited duration. The 

intended application of the principles of mass, economy of force, and movement would not 

compensate for the lack of sufficient forces.  

Another important factor of the distribution of forces was the small number of 

decentralized reserve divisions directly assigned to the AGs. The twenty-four reserve divisions 

under OKH’s centralized command accounted for Hitler’s desire to exercise a closer control over 

the course of operations. Given the huge distances and the dimension of the Eastern theater of 

operation, the total reserves were too small to provide the ability to become effective in a timely 

manner.62  
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To make things worse, Hitler and his planners at the OKH underestimated the Russian 

forces’ capabilities and capacities. The assumptions that Russian forces would not trade space for 

time, would not use their vast territory to exhaust the German offensive, would not be able to 

mobilize a second and third strategic reserve echelon of forces, and would not be able to 

reallocate their industrial bases further to the East were based on a flawed assessment of the Red 

Army and were the result of poor German intelligence.63 

Overall, Hitler’s political intent, to conduct a quick and decisive operation against the 

Red Army in order to throw the Russian leadership off balance within a few months, was not 

fully reflected in the Army’s Operational Plan. The German military means were not suitable 

with regard to their assigned missions and objectives as well as in the face of an underestimated 

Red Army.  

Section III: Analysis of the Execution Phase (June-December 1941) 

On June 21, 1941, the OKW released the code word Dortmund that initiated the 

execution of the military invasion of Russia. Subsequently, on June 22, the first units of 

Operation Barbarossa crossed the border to the East. 

The analysis of the execution phase between June and December 1941 reveals that the 

initial tactical success of the German thrusts into the Soviet Union did not translate into the 

intended quick and decisive victory, but led to the culmination of the offensive at the gates of 

Moscow. Three points of failure mainly caused that strategic turning point in the campaign. First, 

the intensifying discourse between Hitler and Halder revived the inherent tensions of the 

operational approach and led to a leadership crisis with catastrophic impact on the campaign. 

Second, ideologically motivated policy aims inspired Russian resilience that contradicted the 

intended operational approach of a quick and decisive campaign. Third, the German military 
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means proved to be insufficient to achieve ambitious German objectives facing inexhaustible 

Russian reserves and resistance.  

III.1 Initial German Offensives 

From the German perspective, the outcome of the first two weeks of Operation 

Barbarossa appeared to be very successful. By the end of June, the thrusts of AG Center captured 

twenty Soviet divisions with 290,000 prisoners and 2,500 tanks in the Minsk pocket.64  

There is no doubt that the German offensive achieved an overwhelming effect of surprise 

from the strategic level down to the tactical level. Stalin had continuously disregarded early 

warnings of an upcoming German invasion.65 Therefore, the Soviet front line units did not 

receive any warnings of the impending invasion. On the contrary, the defensive lines were 

unprepared and the invasion induced chaos within the Red Army’s command and control 

system.66 On June 22, 1941, General Halder noted in his diary that “the enemy was taken by 

surprise is evident from the facts that troops were caught in their quarters, that planes on the 

airfields were covered up.”67  

The shocking effects of the German invasion that provided multiple dilemmas to the Red 

Army and to the Soviet leaders had a risky side effect on the German side.68 Both, Hitler and 

Halder declared that Operation Barbarossa was victorious after only a fortnight into the 

campaign.69 The initial low resistance of Soviet troops further confirmed the German flawed 
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planning assumptions. Already during this early phase of the operation, Hitler considered 

diverting troops from AG Center to the North and the South based on the initial tactical success 

and in accordance to his unchanged, original strategic vision.70 

III.2 Discourse between the Policy Maker and the Operational Artist 

Until mid-December 1941, the professional and personal relationship between Hitler and 

Halder further deteriorated over the divergent focus of the campaign. However, in comparison to 

the planning phase, the discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist increased in 

quantity and quality. The direct and indirect interactions between Hitler and Halder became more 

and more frequent because the strategic focus and Hitler’s attention shifted from other theaters of 

war to the ongoing campaign in the East. The early tactical success initially concealed the 

unsolved tensions about the operational focus as described in section II.  

Two major issues increasingly led to conflict between Hitler and Halder. First, Halder 

was a strong advocate of the leadership principle of mission command (Auftragstaktik). Hitler’s 

direct interference in tactical questions contradicted the traditional core of the German command 

philosophy. Auftragstaktik was designed to empower subordinates to fulfill a given task by 

providing only mission and intent, but no detailed directives how to accomplish it. Preconditions 

for a successful application were an above-average acceptance of risk, a trusted relationship that 

allowed decentralized responsibility, and an appropriate education of the subordinates.71  
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Halder was convinced that the AG commanders had the better assessment of the situation 

on the ground and therefore should be allowed to execute the operation within the given mission 

and intent. On August 11, 1941, Halder noted in his diary that the “tendency to tinker with details 

[…] naturally harbors a great danger. We are ignorant of the conditions under which action must 

be taken.”72 Instead of confronting Hitler, Halder more and more pursued a new approach. He 

hoped that the “operations become so fluid that his [Hitler’s] tactical thinking cannot keep step 

with the developments.”73 

Second, the controversy over operational objectives led to repeated outbreaks of tensions 

and contradiction between Halder and Hitler and finally to the leadership crisis in July/August 

1941. Against Halder’s repeated recommendation to mass the offensive on Moscow, Hitler 

returned to his initial intent. His focus stayed unchanged on the seizure of Leningrad in the North 

and on the Donets Basin in the South. With Directive 33 (July 7, 1941) and the supplement to 

Directive 33 (July 23, 1941) he ordered that AG Center would redirect Second Panzer Group to 

support AG South to eliminate Russian forces in their flank. Furthermore, Third Panzer Group 

would support AG North to protect its flank for the seizure of Leningrad.74 

Halder and the commander of AG Center, General von Bock, saw in that decision a risky 

diversion of armored forces and feared the loss of momentum of the campaign. Halder’s diary 

entry of July 26, 1941, well reflected his worries about the impact of the latest decisions. He 

stated that the new plan implied a strategy shift from the operational to the tactical level. Halder 

warned that overly focusing on tactical engagements would “feed all […] strength into a front 

expanding in width at the sacrifice of depth and end up in position warfare.”75 On July 25, 1941, 
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General von Bock, commander AG Center, also rejected the idea to “encircle the Russians 

tactically […] rather than with strategic movements.”76 

With Directive 34 (July 30, 1941) and its supplement (August 12, 1941), Hitler adapted 

the initial far-reaching to short-range military objectives such as flank protection and the 

annihilation of specified Russian units. Those directives reflected Hitler’s hesitancy and changing 

ambitions over time.77  

On August 18, 1941, in response to Hitler’s unsteadiness, Halder submitted a 

memorandum that represented the OKH’s perspective on the upcoming operational necessities. 

All AG commanders supported the content of the submitted convictions. In the memorandum, 

Halder mentioned a variety of aspects such as weather, time, combat efficiency of armored 

forces, and the importance of the effects of massing forces. He recommended shifting the focus 

back on the primary target: Moscow.78  

Hitler was convinced that he had not only a better understanding for strategic issues but 

also that he was the predetermined operational military genius. He disregarded Halder’s military 

advice and overruled the operational artist. On August 20, 1941, Hitler once again missed the 

opportunity to conduct an offensive to Moscow and to destroy the bulk of Russian forces that 

were located west of Moscow.79 Hitler’s ability to decide against the recommendations of his 

advisors and his field commanders demonstrated the extent to which he by now dominated the 

operational realm.80 On that occasion, Hitler’s army aide, Major Engel, noted in his diary that, 
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after the discourse with Hitler, both von Brauchitsch and Halder resigned and gave in. Engels 

characterized that day as a “black day for the German Army.”81  

Over time, however, Hitler increasingly bypassed the operational artist and got directly 

into contact with the commanders of the respective AGs. Hitler’s direct discourse with the field 

commanders partially influenced his assessment of military objectives. At the end of August 

1941, Hitler realized that German troops had encircled Leningrad. Furthermore, he anticipated the 

destruction of the Russian forces in front of AG South. Based on those conditions, Hitler 

followed the recommendation of Halder and the AG commanders. On September 6, 1941, he 

approved Directive 35 and ordered the final thrust on Moscow: Operation Typhoon.82  

Nowadays, most historians agree that Halder’s envisioned rapid seizure of Moscow as the 

command and control hub would not necessarily have led to the breakdown of the Soviet system. 

The main arguments for this position are the timely relocation of large parts of the Soviet 

industrial and political apparatus to the East and hence out of range of the German invaders. In a 

survey as of October 2, 1941, General Thomas, Chief OKW Economic Office, assessed that both 

the seizure of Leningrad and Moscow would not lead to Russian defeat because the German 

offensive did not affect the military and economic potential of the Soviet Union decisively. 

Nevertheless, Halder and Hitler continuously disregarded such warnings because they did not fit 

their worldviews and intentions.83 

Overall, the leadership crisis in July and August of 1941 showed the limitations of an 

open discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist. Ideological and political 

implications motivated Hitler’s strategic approach, which he tried to implement by interfering in 

tactical decisions. Additionally, the German school of thought that emphasized a maneuver and 
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battle-centric approach to strategic thinking shaped Halder’s attitude. He overly focused his 

attention on purely operational questions without tying back to the overall strategy. Based on this 

setting, a fruitful and constructive discourse was doomed to failure.84 

In the first days of December 1941, only three months after Hitler finally approved AG 

Center’s Operation Typhoon, the intended final and decisive German thrust got stuck within 

eyeshot of Moscow. On December 5, the initiative passed to the Soviet forces. The Red Army 

executed a coordinated counter-offensive and forced the German AGs to withdraw under pressure 

along the whole front line.85 Against the repeated warnings and requests of his AG commanders 

and against the military advice of General Halder, Hitler forbade a broad operational 

disengagement of German forces with the so-called Haltebefehl (order to hold current positions). 

Based on his distrust of his generals and his lack of operational understanding, Hitler compelled 

his subordinate commanders to defend the front “down to the last man.”86 This decision led to the 

second leadership crisis between Hitler and the OKH. 

Subsequently, on December 19, 1941, Hitler relieved General von Brauchitsch and took 

over the position as Commander of the OKH. That step led to the consolidation of institutional 

powers of the policy maker and the operational planner. Hitler almost neutralized Halder’s 

position as Chief of the Army General Staff. Megargee argues that after Hitler’s take-over the 

General Staff ceased to have the prominent voice in strategic issues such as replacements, 

organization, and weapons procurement. The discourse became a one-way street where only 

Hitler gave explicit orders in great details. Over time, that development determined the behavior 

and the position of Halder.  
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Traditionally, the function of the Chief of the Army General Staff was to assure the 

operational logic and that the operational approach would not be overextended by overly 

ambitious political aims. In the end, Halder no longer fulfilled this function, but converted his 

role to an unconditional obeying of Hitler’s orders. This opening gap in the functional and 

personal relationship made the discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist 

dysfunctional. The operational artist could no longer arrange and shape the operation. Halder 

joined the team of willing subsidiaries.87 

III.3 Impact of Policy Aims that Impeded the Operational Approach 

The conflict between Halder and Hitler about changing operational objectives is only one 

aspect that reveals points of failure based on an incoherent strategy. Furthermore, the overarching 

ideological policy aim impeded the intended quick and decisive victory and contradicted the 

chosen operational approach because it increased the resistance of the Soviet leadership, forces 

and populace.  

Already on March 30, 1941, during his speech to the leadership of the Wehrmacht, Hitler 

proclaimed a war of ideologies and declared the inevitable conflict with the Soviet Union as war 

of annihilation. He expressed his clear intent to eradicate the Bolshevik, Slavic, and Jewish 

races.88 Prior to the invasion, Hitler approved and released specific orders such as the 

“Commissar Order” that declared that Soviet political officers were not prisoners of war and 

should therefore be shot out of hand.  

These types of orders changed the military operation into a war of ethnic annihilation 

aimed at the non-German inhabitants of the western Soviet Union. The German occupation policy 
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deliberately intended to alienate the Russian populace.89 Instead of encouraging the local 

population to welcome the liberators from Stalinism, the German troops engaged in atrocities and 

special security units committed genocidal crimes in the rear areas.90 

Over the first weeks of Operation Barbarossa, German units repeatedly captured large 

amounts of Russian soldiers in huge encirclement operations. General von Bock’s war diary entry 

on October 20, 1941, illustrates the fate that faced most of these prisoners of war. He wrote that 

“tens of thousands of Russian prisoners of war […] are dead-tired and half-starved […]. Many 

have fallen dead or collapsed from exhaustion on the road.”91  

The brutal German quest for liberating living space in the East awakened an 

unconditional determination to counter the German invasion in the Soviet leadership, the Red 

Army, and the Russian populace. The Soviet leadership used the German occupation policies to 

enhance and facilitate their own propaganda efforts. Stalin officially declared the war against the 

invaders as a war of survival, promised ultimate victory, and asked the Russian people to join the 

fight. From the first days of the conflict, the Soviets acknowledged and planned for a long and 

costly struggle. Accordingly, Stalin ordered the timely full mobilization of the Russian war 

industry.92 
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Within the Red Army, the soldiers’ fear of being taken prisoner increased their will to 

fight and strengthened their resistance and tenacity. The intended break down of Russian units 

and of the Red Army as a whole failed. On the contrary, the Red Army was increasingly more 

willing to accept casualties on a large scale. However, not just the Russian fighting spirit had a 

decisive effect on the Red Army’s conduct of battle. More importantly, the Red Army started 

consciously trading space for time, mobilized fresh reserves from the eastern territories in a 

timely manner, drafted reservists and new soldiers from the population, and concluded the 

necessary internal reforms.93 

In reaction to the treatment by the German invaders and based on its fears, the Russian 

populace within the occupied territories started resisting and showed an increasing willingness to 

sacrifice. The more the German forces advanced to the East the more vulnerable became their 

overextended lines of communication to attacks by partisans. The AG commanders had to divert 

additional forces from the front line to increase their rear area security.94 

Thus, the ideological aims and the declared war of ethnic annihilation prevented and 

contradicted the operational approach that Halder chose to achieve a short and decisive 

campaign.95 The implied long-term perspective of Hitler’s ideological aims conflicted with the 

intended quick defeat of the Red Army and the subsequent expected breakdown of the Soviet 

system. Neither the envisioned removal of the Bolshevik ideological center of Leningrad, nor the 

planned seizure of industrial sites and raw material deposits in the Ukraine would help to resolve 

the apparent contradiction of strategic and operational aims. 

Although Germany could not stand a long lasting conflict because of its limited potential 

of raw materials and industrial production, Hitler and his operational planners disregarded the 
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necessity of a timely full mobilization. The intention to end the war in the East either with a 

single decisive maneuver battle or with a battle of annihilation failed.96  

III.4 Assessment of Military Means 

German military means proved to be insufficient to cope with a challenging operational 

environment and with an increasingly resistant Red Army with inexhaustible reserves. This was 

mainly because of an insufficient number of German reserve units, limitations in personal 

replacements and logistical supply, and the German infantry’s inability to overcome the 

challenges of high tempo, vast distances, and lack of motorization. 

Based on the assumption that the defeat of the Soviet Union would last only a few 

months, Halder failed to urge Hitler to mobilize the armament industry or increase the production 

for the German Army in July 1940. With the first units crossing the line of departure of Operation 

Barbarossa, the majority of the German military leadership was still convinced that superiority in 

leadership and operational experience would compensate for a potential numerical 

disadvantage.97 

The lack of strategic reserve units became apparent near the end of August 1941. Already 

twenty-one out of twenty-four divisions, constituting the OKH reserves at the beginning of the 

campaign, reached the front to reinforce the struggling AGs.98 The impact of an insufficient 

number of reserves became evident with the diary entry of General von Bock on July 31, 1941. 

He stated that he had “almost no reserves left to meet the enemy massing forces and the constant 
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counterattacks.”99 Only two weeks later, he assessed that “material and human strength will 

probably no longer be sufficient.”100  

This leads to other important and limiting aspects. On August 31, 1941, the German army 

units were short of personnel replacements. 217,000 replacements could not fully compensate 

about 409,000 losses.101 In addition to the casualties, the Red Army’s increasing resistance caused 

a huge German deficit of motor vehicles that could not be replaced on short-notice. On August 

28, Halder noted in his diary that the divisions along the front line were short of around fifty 

percent of their motor vehicles. The number of combat ready tanks in the armored formations 

alternated between eighty-three and twenty-four percent. Furthermore, the AGs were short of 

spare parts as well as of petroleum, oil and lubricants.102 

Although Halder recognized these deficits, he was not willing to give up his ambitious 

objective: Moscow. With this attitude, he was in line with the German military contemporary 

school of thought. As so many before and around him, Halder believed in quick and decisive 

battlefield victories. Therefore, the German General Staff did not account for a deep 

understanding of logistical constraints or for the necessity of a deep logistics net. Traditionally, 

logistics had to follow and to enable maneuver warfare. The emphasis for the operational planner 

was on the maneuver elements and not on logistical issues. That explains the negligence that cost 

Halder and the German Army dearly.103  

Historian Van Creveld argues persuasively that a major factor in the loss of German 

offensive initiative in Russia during late autumn of 1941 was the failure of the German army’s 

supply system. Not enough of the captured Russian railway net could be adapted to the standard 
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European track width in good time to supply fast-moving assault columns, and there were not 

enough motorized supply and support vehicles in working order to bridge the gap.104 Halder and 

the OKH failed to anticipate those logistical constraints that directly translated into limitations of 

operational reach.105 Halder was not willing to draw the right conclusions from the dialogue with 

his subordinate commanders. He missed the opportunity to anticipate the inherent risk.106 Instead 

of risk mitigation, Halder gambled and stubbornly focused on Moscow. 

Aside from logistical challenges, the German infantry divisions were not equipped to 

keep up with the tempo of armored formations over huge distances. During the first months of 

Operation Barbarossa, there were multiple occasions in which armored thrusts achieved huge 

encirclements of Soviet units by operating in double envelopments. During these operations, the 

armored formations quickly outdistanced the marching infantry divisions. Gaps opened in the 

German rear area and the armored formations could not close the seam of the encirclements. 

Consequently, a significant number of Russian units managed to escape and to reorganize their 

defensive positions in the depth of the Russian space.107 

Based on the lack of motorization, Hartmann compares the German infantry of fall 1941 

to the Napoleonic army because it mainly marched and fought on foot or by horse and cart, with 

rifles and artillery. Halder arranged an army that was able to produce local superiority that swung 

battles through rapid raids independent of the infantry’s marching speed. But sequential 

envelopments over large terrain sections soon exhausted the potential of the German infantry. The 
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time that the infantry needed to keep up with the armored formations equaled a loss of 

momentum and offered the Soviet forces the opportunity to reorganize in depth.108 

When Hitler decided to launch the final thrust on Moscow, the German offensive had lost 

over six weeks because of the leadership crisis in July/August 1941. That delay caused changes in 

the operational environment. At the end of September 1941, there was a permanent flow of new 

Russian divisions and the Red Army did not show any signs of disintegration. Nevertheless, 

General von Bock launched the offensive of AG Center on September 30, 1941.109  

Shortly after the reinforced AG Center initiated the offensive with seventy-eight 

divisions, it began to rain and until early November 1941, the muddy roads hampered major 

offensive operations. Halder had underestimated the impact of the challenging operational 

environment on the German offensive.110 

Although he increasingly recognized that the German prospects and the numerical 

relation of German to Soviet troops deteriorated, he continuously sought to seize Moscow. He 

relied on the German ‘Blitzkrieg’ experience and still believed in the equation that tactical 

success based on speed, mobility, firepower, and the concentration of forces would overcome the 

numerical superiority of the Red Army. He discounted that the great distances, the challenging 

operational environment, and the enemy’s resistance would inflict an enormous toll on the 

armored and motorized divisions, cutting mobility and reducing firepower.111 

Furthermore, Halder continuously underestimated the rising numbers of Soviet units and 

the inexhaustible reserves that were mobilized to defend Russia. Furthermore, the Lend-Lease Act 

turned out to become particularly important for the Soviets in late 1941 because it made 
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additional British-supplied tanks and aircraft possible. At a time when Soviet industry was in 

disarray, even small quantities of aid took on far greater significance. British-supplied tanks made 

up thirty to forty percent of the entire heavy and medium tank strength of Soviet forces before 

Moscow at the beginning of December 1941.112  

Already on August 11, 1941, Halder admitted to his war diary that he had 

“underestimated the Russian colossus.”113 During the final thrust on Moscow, the Russian 

resistance and the increase in Russian counter-attacks slowly degraded AG Center’s combat 

power.  

On December 1, 1941, General von Bock sent a telex to the OKH, which reads like a cry 

for help in the light of a desperate situation. Von Bock reported that his forces conducted “a 

frontal attack” and that AG Center lacked “the strength for large-scale encirclement 

movements.”114 He assessed that the “notion that the enemy in front of the army group had 

‘collapsed’ was a fantasy.”115 In his report, von Bock clearly pointed out that his forces would 

soon be exhausted and reach the point of culmination.116 As clearly as a military subordinate 

could possibly express, he wrote that the attack appeared to be “without sense or purpose.”117  
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Despite the apparent impasse, Halder for his part desperately believed in the opportunity 

to “bring the enemy to his knees by applying the last ounce of strength.”118 The huge discrepancy 

between Halder’s expectations and the real developments along the frontline soon generated 

disastrous effects on all the AGs.119  

 

 

Figure 4: Situation of AG South (5 December 1941). Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA 
PAM) 20-261a, The German Campaign in Russia Planning and Operations (1940-1942) 
(Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1955), 87. 

AG South could barely seize the objective Rostov, but its resources were too exhausted to 

hold against the upcoming Russian counter-offensive. The situation around Rostov and the 

Russian disposition of forces required the withdrawal of the First Panzer Army. Hitler became 
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aware of this withdrawal and on November 30, 1941, he ordered not to retreat. Instead, he 

insisted on an unconditional defense. Halder noted in his war diary that the commander of AG 

South, General von Rundstedt, should be trusted because he had the complete picture. He was 

convinced that the army group commanders should be given “a free hand, and they will handle 

their end of the job.”120 Von Rundstedt objected to the given order and offered his resignation. On 

December 1, 1941, Hitler replaced von Rundstedt with General von Reichenau.121 Hitler did not 

understand the necessity of tactical withdrawal with the aim to regain the initiative.  
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Furthermore, the sequence of those events shows how Hitler overruled the institution of 

the OKH and thereby made the operational artist, Halder, obsolete.  

Figure 5: Situation of AG Center (5 December 1941). Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA 
PAM) 20-261a, The German Campaign in Russia Planning and Operations (1940-1942) 
(Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1955), 87. 

On December 5, 1941, the Russian forces west of Moscow received another fourteen 

fresh reserve divisions and launched their counter offensive against the weakened AG Center. 

The Soviet counteroffensive struck the German army in a stalled offensive. Over the next weeks, 
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AG Center had to fight a costly withdrawal under pressure over a distance of up to 300 km to the 

West.122 

In the North, the decision of the commander AG North, General von Leeb, to halt outside 

of Leningrad to besiege the city, left his formations holding a long front line that made heavy 

manpower demands and tied down too great a proportion of the AG’s strength. The Russian 

defense of Leningrad and the increasing pressure north of Lake Ilmen by Russian divisions finally 

forced the German withdrawal in the North. Twenty-eight German divisions fought on a six 

hundred km-long front against seventy-five Soviet divisions.123 

Figure 6: Situation of AG North (5 December 1941). Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA 
PAM) 20-261a, The German Campaign in Russia Planning and Operations (1940-1942) 
(Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1955), 87. 

The operational artist, Halder, failed to fight for additional military means including 

sufficient reserves in the very beginning of the campaign. Furthermore, he did not act and plan 
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according to the warnings of Moltke the elder, who once wrote, “a mistake in the original 

assembly of the army can scarcely be rectified in the entire course of the campaign.”124  

Furthermore, Halder had missed the opportunity to recognize that the final thrust on 

Moscow had failed. The underestimation of the constant increase in Russian combat power 

combined with the lack of understanding for the exhaustion of the German units led to total 

miscalculation inside the OKH. Pushed by Hitler’s expectations and motivated by his own 

ambition to prove the success of his understanding of operational art, Halder lacked adaptability. 

He could not build the crucial cognitive bridge between tactical actions and their overall purpose: 

the political aim. Overall, Halder had arranged insufficient military means facing an increasingly 

resistant Red Army and a very challenging operational environment. 

Section IV: Consolidated Conclusions and Recommendations 

IV.1 Conclusions 

The analysis of the planning and the execution phase of Operation Barbarossa reveals 

points of failure that are directly linked to the important role and the crucial function of the key 

operational artist, General Halder. First, a dysfunctional discourse between the policy maker and 

the operational artist did not enable General Halder to negotiate for the necessary military means 

and to exercise the full authority to decide the ways in which the military means were employed. 

Furthermore, the context of Hitler’s rigid and authoritarian leadership style did not allow for an 

ongoing constructive discourse.  

Second, static political objectives that did not incorporate the outcome of the ongoing 

campaign impeded an operational approach that aimed at a short-term victory. The execution of 

an ideological war of annihilation prevented the intended quick and decisive victory over the Red 

Army and a subsequent breakdown of the Soviet system. The divergent strategic focus on the 
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operational objectives Leningrad, Moscow, and the Donets Basin during the planning phase did 

not allow developing an operational approach with a clear main effort. The inherent tensions of 

Directive 21 reemerged during the execution phase of Barbarossa when the Russian resistance 

thwarted German expectations of a quick victory. A crucial loss of time and momentum were the 

consequences of the leadership crisis between Hitler and the OKH in July/August 1941. 

Operation Barbarossa revealed that a coherent strategy should indispensably consist of feasible 

operational objectives that support the overall policy aims in the conflict.  

Third, overall insufficient military means with regard to overambitious friendly 

objectives and to an increasingly resistant Red Army led to the culmination of the German 

offensive and subsequently to the failure of the campaign. Halder as the operational artist did not 

follow the advice of Clausewitz, who warned in On War about the “culminating point of the 

attack.”125 His analysis revealed that without maintaining a combination of “superior strength 

[…] both physical and moral […] the scale turns and the reaction follows with a force that is 

usually much stronger than that of the original attack.”126 Halder failed to accept that the initial 

German combat power, combined with insufficient reserve units, would gradually diminish up to 

a critical point. Additionally, logistic limitations and a challenging operational environment made 

it difficult to sustain the mobility of German forces. In spite of the reports of his subordinate AG 

commanders, Halder did not anticipate the German culmination point.127 His attempts to adapt the 

overall plan only focused on Moscow. Halder never tried to think through options of failure and 

consequently never initiated further planning of branches or sequels. Instead, he allowed that 

German forces were continuously drawn into the depth of the Russian theater. Surrounded by the 
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126 Ibid. 
127 The current US doctrine defines culmination as follows: “The culminating point is a point at 

which a force no longer has the capability to continue its form of operations.[…] While conducting 
offensive tasks, the culminating point occurs when the force cannot continue the attack and must assume a 
defensive posture or execute an operational pause.” ADRP 3-0, 2-9. 
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dangerous aura of invincibility and guided by a constant underestimation of the Red Army, 

Halder’s attempts to rearrange the German AGs did not compensate for the initial planning 

deficiency. Technocratic arrogance ignored potential obstacles instead of considering them.128 

According to Lauer’s model of the operational artist that provided the lenses for the 

analysis of Operation Barbarossa, the operational artist has the authority and responsibility to 

decide and order the ways in which the military means are employed within the limitations given 

by the defined policy aims for a specific theater of operations.129 In the planning and the 

execution phases, Halder was never fully able to define the mission or the specific placement of 

means. Hitler’s overwhelming interference into the realm of operational art increasingly 

diminished Halder’s role and functions as operational artist. 

Overall, the planning and execution phases of Operation Barbarossa show how important 

an open and continuous discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist is. Critical 

thinking inheres in operational art. Strategic mismanagement and over-extension as experienced 

by the German army in Russia always trumps doctrinal innovation and tactical brilliance. Thus, 

Operation Barbarossa revealed that tactical success cannot prevent strategic failure if the 

operational artist cannot exercise operational art as the crucial bridge between tactical actions and 

the overall policy aim. 

IV.2 Recommendations 

The specific historical context that shaped General Halder’s actions as operational artist 

does not allow translating the findings of the analysis of Operation Barbarossa from 1941 to 

today in their entirety. However, the analysis of Operation Barbarossa through the chosen lenses 

                                                      
128 Dennis E. Showalter, “Prussian-German Operational Art, 1740-1943,” in The Evolution of 

Operational Art. From Napoleon to the Present, ed. John Andreas Olsen and Martin Van Crefeld (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 55-56; Rudolf Steiger, Armour Tactics in the Second World War: 
Panzer Army Campaigns of 1939-41 in German War Diaries, trans. Martin Fry (New York: Berg, 1991), 
129-130; Geyer, “Germany Strategy in the Age of Machine Warfare,” 587-588. 

129 Lauer, “The Tao of Doctrine,” 122. 
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is still relevant for today’s understanding of operational art because it reveals the crucial function 

of the operational artist at the intersection of political aims and military actions and hereby calls 

for a new doctrinal emphasis. 

US Army Doctrine Reference Publication 3-0 Operations declares that part of operational 

art is the “cognitive approach […] to develop strategies, campaigns, and operations to organize 

and employ military forces by integrating ends, ways, and means.”130 This definition implies the 

necessity to bridge the gap between political aims and tactical actions. The link that operational 

art is supposed to establish enhances the emergence of a coherent strategy that provides logic and 

purpose for all subsequent tactical actions. 131 Furthermore, the cognitive bridge indicates that the 

military leader must realize the strategic context and its implications on the planning and the 

execution of the operation. If the operational artist is not able or willing to build this cognitive 

bridge, tactical actions lose their meaning and do not compensate strategic mistakes. Thus, 

operational art demands a more proactive role by military leaders in the context of conflict to 

address the strategic context and to seek dialogue with the political decision maker. 

Today’s western democracies have decided to follow the primacy of politics when it 

comes to the employment of military force. However, that does not mean that the interaction 

between the policy maker and the operational artist is a one-way street. Unfortunately, US Joint 

Publication 5-0 Joint Operation Planning implies that operational planning occurs only after the 

political decision makers have completed their overall strategy including end states and 

objectives. Instead of expecting a coherent strategic guidance from the policy maker, operational 

art rather advocates an open and reciprocal civil-military discourse.132 

                                                      
130 ADRP 3-0, 2-1. 
131 The term ‘emergence’ refers to the appearance of a characteristic or function not previously 

observed within the system or structure. Everett Carl Dolman, Pure Strategy: Power and Principle in the 
Space and Information Age (New York: Routledge, 2005), 115. The important linkage function of 
operational art is further discussed in Naveh, In Pursuit of Military Excellence, 134-135. 

132 Joint Publication (JP) 5-0, Joint Operation Planning, (Washington, DC: Government Printing 
Office, 2011), II-19, III-19 - III-20. Matthew C. Gaetke, “Certainty is Illusion: The Myth of Strategic 
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In his important theory On War, Clausewitz derived a dynamic and interdependent 

relationship of policy and warfare. He underlined that, on one hand, the desired political end state 

as the original motive of war has a crucial role as the determining factor for the conduct of war. 

On the other hand, Clausewitz revealed that military and political objectives are mutually 

interdependent and must continuously be adapted during ongoing conflicts. Clausewitz was 

convinced that the political leadership should take care not to ask the impossible, and closely 

collaborate with the senior military commanders in developing an overall policy. 133 Thus, the 

proposed active and open discourse between the policy maker and the operational artist follows 

Clausewitz’s understanding of dynamic interdependencies of policy and warfare. 

Following Clausewitz’s ideas, Strachan likewise encourages an open and reciprocal 

dialogue between policymakers and operational artists. He argues that only this kind of discourse 

enables the emergence of a coherent strategy and its necessary continuous refinement with regard 

to policy aims, strategic and operational objectives, and the arrangement of military means over 

time. Furthermore, Gaetke supports this view and argues that strategic guidance emerges at the 

end of the civil-military conversation, informed by planning efforts, rather than reflecting a 

completed strategy at the beginning of a military campaign. According to Kelly and Brennan, a 

“two-way conversation between strategy and tactics is fundamental to the successful prosecution 

of any war.”134 Furthermore, they underline that only “operational art […] ensures that tactical 

actions contribute to the attainment of the purpose of a war.”135 

                                                      
Guidance,” Monograph, School of Advanced Military Studies (Ft. Leavenworth, KS: US Army Command 
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Instead of a rigid understanding of one-way strategic guidance, US doctrine should put 

more emphasis on the continuous dialogue and thereby change the attitude and expectations 

concerning the role of the operational artist from a receptive to a pro-active one. 136 

This understanding of a pro-active role of the operational artist is further supported by the 

ideas of Mintzberg and Freedman, who argue that a continuous civil-military dialogue enhances 

mutual learning and enables strategy adaption and formation that “walks on two feet, one 

deliberate, the other emergent.”137 Betts agrees and underlines that policy, strategy, and 

operations should therefore be conceived as “an organic interrelationship.”138 Furthermore, by 

providing the best military advice, the operational artist increases the political decision maker’s 

understanding of the limitations of military means and enables the creation of a coherent strategic 

approach with nesting aims and objectives. 

The US doctrinal declaration of ADRP 3-0 that operational art is applicable at all levels 

of warfare (tactical, operational, strategic) does not sufficiently reflect the specific role of the 

operational artist. Operational art does not apply to every formation, but in the context of conflict, 

the operational artist shapes an emergent strategy at the juncture of policy and military action. 

Establishing the cognitive link between political aims and tactical actions and enhancing an open 

and reciprocal discourse with the policy maker are his or her two most important functions that 

are currently not emphasized strongly enough in US Joint and Army doctrine. In fact, “the pursuit 

of strategic objectives through the arrangement of tactical actions in time, space, and purpose”139 

does not reflect the core function of operational art. This kind of tactical art or art of operations 

                                                      
136 Hew Strachan, “A Clausewitz for Every Season,” American Interest, no.2 (2007): 33, accessed 

December 1, 2016, http://www.the-american-interest.com/2007/07/01/a-clausewitz-for-every-season/; 
Gaetke, “The Myth of Strategic Guidance,” 46. 

137 Lawrence Freedman, Strategy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 555; Henry 
Mintzberg, The Rise and Fall of Strategic Planning (New York: The Free Press, 1994), 24-25. 

138 Richard K. Betts, “Is Strategy an Illusion?,” International Security 25, no. 2 (Fall 2000): 39, 
accessed November 22, 2016, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2626752. 
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should truly happen at all echelons of military planning. However, the term operational art 

should be reserved to its unique function as cognitive link at the intersection and the discourse 

between the policy maker and the operational artist.  

The analysis of Operation Barbarossa as a historical case study helps to develop a better 

understanding of operational art today. Future studies might focus on the limitations and 

opportunities of the operational artist in exercising his or her crucial role at the seam between 

politics and tactics in current and future conflicts. Furthermore, one might analyze to what extent 

the current US Joint and Army doctrine needs to be adapted and harmonized to reflect the 

existing reality of emergent strategies as a result of the ongoing civil-military discourse. 
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